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An Echo Canceller with Reduced
Arithmetic Precision

Ahstruct -It is well known that implementationof adaptive digital filters
for echo cancellationinfull-duplextransmissionovertelephone
lines
requires a large number
of bits for the tap representation.This is due to the
largedynamicranges of the echo andfar-endsigna!. In thispaper,we
introduceanew
echo canceller: the. “controlledgain echo canceller”
(CCEC) which uses an adaptive gain control at the output of the classical
echo canceller (CEC). A feedback loop permits approximate regulationof
the front-edge CEC output power at a nominal level, independently of the
echo andfar-endsignal levels. By this means, the precision required for
adaptation is reducedto a minimumvalue. The analysis of adaptation,
convergence, residual echo power, and computational complexity is given
for the CGEC and compared to the similar quantities in a CEC; computer
simulation results are presfinted.As an example, a64 taps CGEC with only
16 bits instead of 20 can achieve secure binary data transmission (with bit
error rate less than LO - 6 ) for a far-end.signal-to-noiseratio of 16 dB and
for an echo to far-end signal ratioof 20 dB, independently of the echo and
far-end signal powers.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE conventionalstochasticgradient
algorithm has
received a lot of applications in the area of optimum
filtering. In particular, it is known to provide means for
acheving reliable communications when the information
signal is embedded in an additive noise with high power
level, provided that a reference source correlated with the
noise source [l]is available at the receiver.
In the field of data transmission, such a system is
referred to as an “echo canceller.” It is used especially for
full-duplex data transmission through telephone lines where
the mismatch of hybrid couplers between 2-wire and 4-wire
circuits, and other channel impairments, are
responsible for
the presence of an undesirable echo whose power level may
be as high as 20 dB above theinformation signal, hereafter
simply denominated by “signal.” In t h s context, the signal
isthe sequence sk of far-enddata, while the echo is a
filtered copy a; of the sequence ak of locally transmitted
data. Then the echo cancelling system is made of a transversal adaptive filter Ck which processes the sequence ak
and delivers the sequence ak of linearly estimated echo
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samples; this estimation is then subtracted
from the observed input signal, resulting inthecancellation of the
majorpart of theecho., Such classical echo cancellers
(CEC) have been widely described in the literature [2]-[6].
Although the performances of thesesystems are quite
that their hardware implesatisfactory, itiswellknown
mentation requires an impressive number of bits for the
representation of the adaptive
filter coefficients.This is due
to the wide dynamic rangesof the handled signals,(echo or
signal) and to the requirement of achieving a very low level
of residual echo (e.& 15-18 dB under the signal) for the
purpose of subsequent correct far-end data recovery. For
instance, a value of 20 bits is a minimum in echo cancellers
for telephone channels, as a result of the constraints set
upon the final error probabilityon far-end data and of the
respective levels of maximum echo power and minimum
information signal.
This problem of wide dynamics obviously requires methods of gaincontrol. Since the signals aretobejointly
processed by gain regulation and adaptive filtering for echo
cancellation,the most interesting approachisto
work
jointlythe algorithms for bothtreatments. Such anapproach has already been used [7], with the adaptive gain
control (AGC) located at several points in the block diagramofthe wholereceiver (far-end input signal, signal
after echo cancellation, estimated far-end data). However,
the resulting precision required in the CEC taps at each
possible location has not been studied; moreover one important location for the AGC at the outputof the adaptive
filter and before echo cancellation has not been investigated.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new echo
canceller with a reduced number of bits butidentical,
performances as a CEC in terms of residual echo power.
This is achieved by setting an AGC at the output of the
CEC, with a feedback loop which ensures the necessary
coupling between both. Thus, the output of the CEC can
be regulated at a nominal predeterinined level, independently of the actualsignal and echo powers. By this means,
the precision required for the adaptive coefficients is reduced to aniinimum value which depends upon thedesired
signal-to-noise ratio at the canceller output. The gain in
complexity is all the more significant as the ratio o€ echo-
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a CEC.

to-signalpowersis
smaller. For instance, with real telephone channels, this is typical of distant echoes. The fact
that near-end echoes willbe treated by other means is not a
real drawback since the different time locations of near-end
and distant echoes will require the use of two distinct echo
cancellers.
In the
following,
this
system
is
denominated
“controlled-gain echo canceller” (CGEC).
After the necessary recalls about the CEC in Section 11,
we present the new CGEC in Section 111 and discuss its
convergence properties, residual echo level, and the gain in
complexity. For both types of echo cancellers we report
about the simulation results and their agreement with the
theoretical discussion.

11. CLASSICAL
ECHOCANCELLATION

Ck+l=Ck+p‘ek.Ak

(6)

which is suitable for baseband data transmissions where all
the previously mentioned signals are real valued. In (6), the
quantity p, called step size, is a “small” positive constant.
Let us call, respectively, S, A , N , P,and R the powers of
far-end data sk, local data ak, channel noise n k , echo
signal a,; and residual echo rk. All these powers can be
expressed in dB, when referenced to a given level, which is
chosen here to be the local data level.
Moreover we assume that the data ak are binary (ak =
k l ) andthatthe
sequences { ’ . ‘ s k * ‘ ’ } {, - . . a k . . - } ,
and { . n k . . . } are white, zero-mean sequences, mutually
independenf; the latter assumption holds in most echo
cancellation contexts.
The residual echo power which is defined by

A . General Description of the CEC

A classical echo canceller intended for data transmission
is depicted in Fig. 1.
Let T be the data symbol period, and let us call ak, sk,
n k , a,;
and yk, respectively, the samples at time kT of
local data, far-end data, channel noise, echo signal, and
observed input signal. Denote respectively by C and ck the
sampled echo channel impulse response and the adaptive
canceller tap vector at step k:

is evaluated under the assumption thatand

c k are
mutually independent vectors. Although this independence
assumption is not realistic, it provides a result [Ill-[12]

for the steady-state residual echo power, whose numerical
value is known to be always in agreement [I31 with practical applications. Then the SNR at the echo canceller
output, defined as p, = S / ( R + N ) , is such that

where K is the length of these vectors. Defining the local
data vector A , through
= ( a k ?a k - l , ’ .

T
*,

ak-K+1)

,

(2)

B. The CEC Implementation withFinitePrecision

one has forthe actual and estimated echos,respectively,
0;

=CT‘Ai;

= Cl*Ak,

(3)

whde the error ekused for adapting ck is expressed through
ek

= yk

- (Jk = sk

+ n k + rk ,

where rk is the residual echo
rk = a; - ak

In practice, the tap coefficients (1) will have a binary
representation in the basis
2B

28-1

. . . p , . . . ,2-b+1

2-b

(9’)

(4) where B and - b arethe respective orders of the most
significant bit (MSB) and least significant bit (LSB). Including the sign bit, the total number of bits is thus
(5)

after echo cancellation. The time variations of C, follow
the usual stochastic gradient algorithm [8]-[lo].

L=B+b+2.

(10)

First, the integer B must be chosen in order to cover the
whole dynamic range of the echo. Now the basis (9’) allows
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(11)
15 dB

Secondly, the integer b must be chosen large enough to
ensure that in each tap coefficient c/",the algorithm increment p e k a k P jwill be taken into account inthe digital
implementation [15]-[17]. This means that
1
p*lekak-jl >/ -2-b.
2

10

5 dB

The quantity lekakl can be approximated by its standard
deviation. It derives from (4), (9) when theSNR at the
echo canceller output satisfies the condition p, >> 1, and
from the binary nature of a k , that t h s inequality can be
written

0 dB
12
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16

20

bits

L

Fig.

p a 2 2-h-1.

dB

2.

SNR ps versus number of bits for a CEC.

(12)

Introducing the maximum echo power P
, and the minimum far-end data power s-, the number L of bits must
satisfy
1
L 2 log, P

1
+ -log
2

Pmax
-

slni,

(13)

In general, this number is very large. This point is demonstrated in the next section.
C. Computer Simulations

10

dB

The computer simulations which have been runare
relevant to a full-duplex data transmission at the bit rate of
1200 bits/s through a telephone channel (2-wire circuit).
The baud rate is 1200 Hz and the echo channel, including
thetransmittingand
receiving filters, corresponds toa
raised cosine gain inside the bandwidth [ - 1200 Hz, 1200
0 dB
Hz]. Notice that this range is transposed into the telephone
-10 dB
-20 dB
-30 dB
-40 dB
S
range [600 Hz, 3000Hz]by the intermediate modulation
Fig.
3.
Comparison
of
ps
between
CEC
and
CGEC
with
fixed
number
with the 1800 Hz carrier. The step-size value is held at
of bits.
p;10x2-12.5 In a 1500 iterations preamble period, for the
sake of quick initialization, during which the far-end transmitter is silent. Then an additional1500 iterations period is powers, namely P = 0 dB and P = - 20 dB. It appears that
a value very close to the ideal limiting value p, = pe = 20 dB
allowed in the presence of double talking, holding p at
2 - 12.5, which acheves the convergence. At the end of this is attained in the former case when L = 17 bits, while the
period, the output SNR p, is evaluated by averaging over latter case requires four additional bits ( L = 21) to ensure
the same value of p,. This fact isin agreement with the
50 iterations.
theoretical
result (13).
The digitally implementable algorithm (6) is simulated
Another
way of pointing out the problem is to consider
on an IBM 360, all in integer arithmetic operations. In Fig.
the
degradation
of performances when the far-end data
2, p, is plotted versus the number L of bits of the echo
power
S
decreases
in an echo canceller with a fixed number
canceller taps, while the MSB is kept at the value B = 0.
L
of
bits
for
its
adaptive
coefficients. This is illustrated
Two different cases are illustrated with identical ratios
through
curve
a
of
Fig.
3
for
an echo canceller with L = 16
P / S = 20 dB, the SNR at the echo canceller input, denoted
bits,
the
MSB
being
kept
at
B
= 0. In Fig. 3, p, is plotted
by p,, being always p, = 20 dB, but with different echo
versus the power S , the other parameters being kept constant at P / S = 20 dB, and p, = 16 dB. It appears that p,
'This assumption is plausible because the kcho corresponds to a finite exhibits a relatively sharp maximum in the vicinity of
weighted sum of the binary variables a,; thus, it has a distribution more
S = - 18 dB, while p, closely approaches the input SNR
compact than a standard Gaussim variable.
'
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an adaptive algorithm and converges to the ideal normalized vector F. It represents the direction of the echo
response; Fk processes the binary data a,, and its output

‘1

uk

. . ,z-‘2%

= FEA k

08)

has power regulated at the value 1:

useful-iits

E ( u:) = I

pe = 16 dB when the useful power S lies in this region; p,
breaks down when S decreases below - 30 dB or increases
above 12 dB; and p, vanishes for very weak or strong

-

far-end data powers.
The purpose of the new echo canceller to be presented
now is to eliminate this drawback, by achieving the same
performance for a wide range of signal powers, without an
increase in the number of bits, e g , with a standard number of 16 bits.

111. THENEWECHOCANCELLER
WITH REDUCED
COMPLEXITY
A. Introduction of the New Echo Canceller
Let us consider again the relations (11)-(13). Remembering that p ‘does not depend upon S and P, (12)
expresses the fact that the LSB of the adaptive taps correspondsto
a fixed downward shft below the signal
When (13) becomes
level-for instance, 12 bits below 6.
an equality, the binary words have the exact useful length
without unnecessary precision. Relations (11) and (12) are
illustrated in Table I, with p = 2-13, where p denotes the
integer for which 2-* is the closest to 6.
The useful bits are the 12 bits under the level 6 and the
in addition to
[(1/2)10g2 ( P / S ) ] bits above the level 6 ,
the sign bit. Therefore, a total amount of

(or at a fixedlevel) through appropriate means which
ensure that (17) or equivalently (19) is valid.
o‘ Then a single multiplicative positive coefficient g,
which acts as an AGC and delivers the estimated echo
according to
(Jk = gk. uk.
(20)
Like Fk, g , is adaptively incremented; it indicates the echo
magnitude. Moreover the front-edge filter F, is coupled
with the subsequent gk through a suitable loop. This explains the denomination of “controlled gain echo canceller”
(CGEC) for the new system, whose block diagram is depicted in Fig. 4.
For practical purposes, it is of major importance that in
the cascaded system ( F,, gk), the high computational complexity device Fk acts directly on the binary signal a,, like
in a CEC. The adaptation algorithm of the new CGEC is
therefore made of the joint system

Notice that this algorithm ensures the normalization (17).
B. Convergence Properties of the CGEC

bits below the echo level @ will, in any case, cover all the
range of useful bits. However, the reduction from L to L‘
of .the bit number implies the use of a floating scale,
depending upon the echo level. This corresponds to identifying the ideal echo canceller C through a product of the
form
F.g

C=

(15)

with
g=@,

IlFll = I ,

(16)

Let us now discuss the convergence properties of algorithm ( N ) . This is a difficult point because the results
available in the literatureabout the behavior of jointly
adaptive algorithms in cascaded systems are very poor. In
fact, the evaluation of the error at the output of such an
adaptive system made of two jointly adaptive subsystems
does not seem to have been performed in a general way
and under well-defined assumptions. It is the purpose of
the Appendix to compute this error in the specific case of
(Al),
the CGEC. With the same assumptions-see
(A2)-as those generally used indata transmission, the
residual echo power R’at the output of the CGEC

as a result of the unitary property E(a: =1).
Therefore, the new echo canceller will consist of two
parts.
0 First a normalized filtering vector Fk, i.e.,
llFkll

(17)

with the same dimension K as C; F, changes according to

is shown to be, for large K and small p K ,
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bits overclassicalsystems. The reduction of complexity
This result shows that the residual echocan be made
arbitrarily small by appropriate choice of p and Y, acc,ord- follows from the fact that the range spanned by the ratio
ing to a formula similar to (8), and that the error vector
P / S is consistantly smaller than the value (Pm,/Sin).
This is particularly true for distant echos. Indeed the
vk = Fkgk - c
(27) power levels P and S depend mainly on the length of the
respective echo and signal channels. For distant-echos, the
will converge to zero.
channel
path includes a significant part of the transmission
The constraint (23) that llFkll =1 thus implies the conchannel,
and this distance is covered twice (once in each
vergence of Fk to F and of & to @. The result (26) is of
sense).
Thus,
the signal cannot be considerably more atimportance. The comparison with (S), which is relevant to
tenuated
than
the echo. For such echos, a practical situaa CEC, shows that the effect of splitting the echo canceller
tion
could
be,
for
instance,
into two adaptive parts the direction vector Fk and scalar
gain gk results, for the residual echo power, in an additive
term that is proportional to the step size Y of the gain; the
factor of increase is ( l , + ( v / p K ) ) . Thus, when K is very
large and when v is of the same order as p, the residual
echo is not appreciably increased.
Now it remains to prove that this new system provides a
significant reduction in the echo canceller complexity.
C. The CGEC Computational Complexity
In the new system, the signal ek after echo cancellation
satisfies
e kyF/k@
l/ A
@=k- ,

(28)

once g, hasreacheditsasymptotic
value @. Thus, the
adaptive filter. F, acts as an echo canceller for the echo
o;/@
which has unit power and disturbsthe signal s k / @
whosepoweris S / P . In order to fix the MSB (2B’) and
LSB ( 2 - b ‘ ) of the taps of F,, we can apply the results of
Section 11-B, (11)-(13); whence
B’ = 0;

pg

(29)
2-b‘-1,

and the total number L’of bits for the Fk taps is given by
(14), according to our claim of Section 111-A. Therefore,
comparing (14) with (13), we conclude that, with respect to
binary word length, the newechocanceller
provides a
reduction of

P,,

=0

dB;

Smin
= - 42 dB ;

(P/s),,

= 20

(31)

dB

corresponding to the case where the echo level reaches the
maximum value of 0 dB; (31) is typical of a worst case
since a power of 0 dB will be associated to a near-end echo
rather than to a distant one. Then
L = 21 bits;

L’=17 bits.

(32)

In such a case the new CGEC offers a 4 bit reduction over
a classical echo canceller, corresponding to a substantial
gain of 20 percent.
D. Practical Implementation of the CGEC

In a practical realization, the CGEC will not implement
exactly (21) and (23) because they both include a division.
Actually, in the present state of the technological art, the
digital hardware for a division is too costly, while a software computation means a lot of additional complexity.
Fortunately, the regulation (19) of the output power of Fk,
(or equivalently the regulation (17) of llFkll) at the value 1,
need not be accurate since it is only intended to bring at
the level B = 0 the MSB of the estimated echo uk. Hence, a
coarse regulation within a range of onebit for uk is
sufficient. This will give a 2 bit regulation for the power,
e.g.,
1
2

- < E( u;)

<2.

(33)
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Thus, without any degradation in the performances nor
any increase in the bit number amount, the control (23)
may be replaced by a simple shift of the binary representation of Fk+l and gk+l according to (23') below.
Similarly, in (21) the division by gk needs not be accurate. Since it affects the step size of the algorithm only, g k l
can be replaced by a coarse estimate without influencing
the limit of Fk. Hence, without any degradation, gk will be
replaced in (21) by its MSB 2Pk and thus the division
( e k / g k ) is implemented by a simple shift of the binary
word ek. A practical realization of the new algorithm can
therefore implement the set of equations

In the practical situation (31) considered in this paper,
with K = 64, p = 2-'2.5, and p, 3 1 5 dB, the gain G is 20
percent. Moreover, if one can accommodate with a value
p = 2-11.5of the step size, due to a 1 dB increase in the
input SNR (p, 2 16 dB) or a 1 dB decrease in the number
K of taijs, formulas (13) and (14) lead to

Let us now evaluate the additional operations required
by the new systems ( N ) ' in comparison with a CEC as
characterized by (3) and (6).
1) Apart from (23') andthe search for p k , ( N ) ' has
exactly the same number of operations as a CEC with
( K 1) adaptive taps (instead of K ) . The additional tap is
the gain gk; since uk is regulated at the nominal power 1,
the comparison of (22)' and (6) shows thatthe binary
representation of gk requires the same number L of bits as
the CEC tap, while each,of the other K adaptive taps Fk in
the CGEC offers a saving of L - L' bits over the CEC.
2) The estimation of E(uk2) required to implement the
regulation (23') implies at each step one multiplication and
one addition. However, since we only need a coarse value
of the power, these operations can be performed with a
number of bits much lower than L or L'.
3) Finally, (21') and (23') imply a logicaltest of the
MSB performed on g, and E( u,'), respectively. These tests
need not be performed at each step, but periodically at the
end of the averaging intervals used for the estimation of
E(u:). In our computer simulations, this was done every
20 samples. In agreement with these logical tests, a shift of
the binary representation of ek [for (21')] and of F/+' and
[for (23')] may be necessary from time to time.
(Notice that in the steady state veryfew bit shlfts will
eventually be required.)
Because K is very large, the computational burden associated with the few arithmetical operations listed in 2) and
3) is very small and can be neglected in comparison with
the proper echo cancellation itself described in 1). Therefore we conclude that the gain in complexity of the new
echo canceller, with respect to a classical one is

improvement since 16 bits is a standard size for'hardware,
while 20 is not.

+

(34)

L = 20,

L'=16.

(35)

While the relative gain in complexity remains at the value
20 percent, the reduction of the absolute value of the
binary word length from 20 to 16 is a very significant

E. Computer Simulations
The simulations of the CGEC which are described below
are concerned with the same echo cancellation problems as
described in Section 11-C. In Fig. 5, the output SNR p, is
plotted versus the number L of bits of the direction vector
taps, while the MSB is kept at the value B'= 0. The results
must be compared with those of the CEC in Fig. 2, all the
conditions being the same (identical p, pe, and P / S ) for
the two cases considered: S = - 20 dB and S = - 40 dB.
Fig. 5 shows that in bothcases, the number of bits required
in the adaptive direction vector to achieve satisfactory
performances is the same; namely with L'= 17 bits, the
output SNR p, reaches its maximum value very closeto p,.
The behavior of a CGEC with a fixed number of bits
L' = 16 in the Fk taps is illustrated in Fig. 3(b), for different
levels of the far-end data power S, the other parameters
being kept constant ( p , = 16 dB, P / S = 20 dB). It appears
that the plot of p, versus S is a horizontal straight line.
Hence, the new echo canceller achieves its goal and provides satisfactory performances for constant P / S , with a
reducednumber of bits, independently of the far-end data
power.
Remark I: A CGEC with a regulation of uk within a
range of 2 bits has also been simulated, by adopting the
power range
1

-<E(u;)<~
(33')
4
instead of (33), and the obvious corresponding changes in
(23'). This change results in no significant degradation (less
than 0.1 dB) in the output SNR, while it eliminates practi-
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Fig. 6 . Speed of convergence of the CGEC in terms of the ratio v/p.

cally all the binary shifts of the kind Fk+l = 2 F;+l during
the steady state because the echo power fluctuations will
always keep within the range (33’).
This emphasizes the statement, made previously, that a
coarse regulation of E ( u:) is sufficient.
Remark 2-Speed of Convergence: In additiontothe
gain in complexity which is expressed by the formulas (34),
(35), the CGEC has another advantage over a CEC as a
result fromtheadditional
degree of freedom whichis
provided to the system by the new convergence parameter
V.

This is illustrated through computer simulations in Figs.
6 and 7. Since we are only concerned with the transient
behaviour of the echo canceller, we did not introduce the
far-end data, which corresponds to the preamble learning
period of the echo canceller. Then the noise in the adaptive
system is only the additive channel noise N , whose level is
taken at N = - 40 dB, while the echo level is P = 0 dB.
In Fig. 6, the residual echo power R’ is plotted versus
time for different values of the ratio v / p of the step sizes.
An interesting period occurs between 1000 T and 2000
T, when the residual echo power is brought into the range
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RIP

[ - 20 dB, -40 dB], that is below the far-end data level.
Then it appears that the new echo canceller provides an 8
dB gain of attenuation over the classicalone when.the ratio
v/p is set at the optimum, which occurs for the value 1.
Such a gain is not a negligible additional advantage. Indeed, it corresponds to 400 iterations, i.e.,roughly onefourth of the preamble learning period, which can thus be
shortened accordingly.
In Fig. 7 the echo attenuation is plotted after 500
iterations of the algorithm, versus the ratio v / p , for several
values of the echo power ranging from -20 dB to 20 dB.
The optimality of the value v / p = 1 is confirmed by this
figure, together with the 8 dB transient attenuationimprovement of the new system overthe classical canceller.

IV. CONCLUSION

A new echo canceller structure has been discussed with
the objective of reducing the binary length representation
L of the adaptive taps. For that purpose the output power
of the proper adaptive filtering vector (with large number
of taps) is approximately regulated at a unit nominal level.
Following the filtering itself, an adaptive gain control with
feedback provides the estimated echo before cancellation.
Without an appreciable increase in the amount of arithmetic, such a system reduces the value of L , if the ratio
P / S of echo-to-signal powers is limited so that P / S <<
Pma/Ssn. For instance, in real telephone channels, this is
the case of distant echos. The corresponding gain increases
with the ratio Pmm/Sdn. As an .example, in the case of
echo cancellation with 64 taps and minimum input SNR of
16 dB, satisfactory performance (e.g. a bit error rate of
lop6)can be achieved with a reduced binary length of 16
instead of 20 bits, in the range of powers P d 0 dB;
S > - 42 dB; P / S G 20 dB. Moreover, the convergence
speed is improved, and accordingly the learning period can
be shortened by some 400 iterations.

APPENDIX
EVALUATION
OF THE RESIDUAL ECHOPOWER OF THE
CGEC
In this Appendix we prove formula (26) for the steadystate residual echo power R' of the new system. Our
analysis uses the usual following assumptions.
Assumption A I : The sequences { . . , s k , . . . },
{ . , a k , .. }, { . . , n k , .. . } are zero-mean, white, and
mutually independent.
Assumption A2: The data vector A, is independent of
the sequence ( F ] ,gl), * ' .,( Fk, gk).
As already mentioned, Assumption A1 willusually be
valid in practical situations. Now Assumption A2 will hold
if, for instance, the successive vectors A, are independent.
Although this is far from realistic, it has already been
emphasized by authors that the corresponding numerical
results are correct (cf. Section 11-A).
It derives from the equations ( N ) of the CGEC that

with

Due to (17) and (19), (Yk and P k are of the same order of
magnitude. Moreover, the ratio

will satisfy
yk
<<1,
(Yk

Vk
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E ( v,'u,'ukvk)-ck

if

P

4

s

K2

=

- >> -

+ P2E(vEAkAlAkAzVk)+

in agreement with inequality (9). Now (A5) is alwaysvalid;
otherwise there would be no need for an echo canceller, the
echo level being far below-the far-end data power.
For instance, when K = 64, (A5) is true whenever P/S 2
- 30 dB. The opposite situation requires no echo cancellation. It derives from inequality (A4) that

wk+,= wk + Pek

A,

[

-2VE( v,'UkFkAzvk)-2pE( VzAkAlVk)

V
+ -UkFk

P

]

(A6)

(A131

Replacing in (A13) the term uk by its value (18), we have to
evaluate five terms. All these terms are evaluated in two
steps. First, an inner average is performed with the statistics of the data vector A , alone. Then, due to Assumption
A2, the averages are made independently on the statistics
of vk, gk, Fk; e*g*,

and, due to Assumption A l ,
647)

E(V,'AkAlVk)=E(VEAVk)=A'Ek.

648)

The same technique is used in the whole Appendix. Thus,
we get the recursive equation for ( k .

it can be derived from (A6) that
vk+l=Uk.vk+lk(vUkFk+PAk)

+2PVE( V,'ukAkF;AkAlvk).

E ( v,'Ak A l V k ) = E ( V,'E( A k A i ) v k )

with the notation w k A Fkgk.
Defining the tap-coefficient error vector
v k = Fkgk - C

V2E( VzUiAkFzFkAlVk)

(A14)

€k+l=(1-2PA+P2KA2)Ek-2V[1-A(2P+V)]AQk

where

+ V(2P + V ) A 2 E ( v l D k V k )

ukA I - VUkFkAl- p A k A i ,

+

I is the unit matrix, and 1, A sk n k .
Before going into details, several notations are defined
for ease of analysis.
Ek

Qk

A

E ( v E + v ~R) ',A

lim E ( ( A l * v k ) 2 ) ,(A9)
,

k-a,

A E ( ( V,'.F)2),

+(P2K+2PV+V2)A(S+N).

(A151

The recursive equation, already known [5], for the CEC is a
particular case of (A15) when v = 0, as could be expected.
2) Computing Q k : When the direction vector Fk has
reached the steady state F, thequantity (A10) can be
approximated through

(A101

and the diagonal matrix Dk
D k s d i a g ( . . - , d i , - . . ) A d i a g .( - - , 1 - 2 ( h b )2 , - . . ) .
(All)
Throughout this Appendix, vectors are designated by
capital letters and their components by the corresponding
lower case letters with subscript indices, e.& vector vk has
components u f , i =1,. K. It appears easily thatthe
residual echo power R' derives in a straightforward manner
fromthe limiting value of E k , (A9),whose evaluation
involves, in turn, the limiting value of Q k , (A10).
1) Computing c k : The recursive equation (A8) is written
again for convenience

Qk

=E((vLF)2).

T

T

('416)

Thus,
Qk+l=

E ( FTUkVkvk

uk

F,

+ E [[iFT(VUkFk + PAk)( VUkFE+ p A ; ) F ] .
We follow the same outlines as for evaluating
recursive equation for Qk is

fk.

The

a ,

V~++=UkVk/klk.(VUkFk+PAk).

From the definition (A9) of

(A8')

Qk+l=

[l-2(P+v)A+2(P+v)2A2]Qk

+ ( P + v ) 2 A 2 E ( v z D k v k ) + ( p + V ) 2 A ( S + N ) . (A17)
3) Computing
E(V,TDkVk):
At
the
steady
state,
E(v!,%kVk) can be approximated through

Ek

(A181

and the other terms are zero due to Assumptions A1 and
A2. The first term in the RHS of (A12)is calculated as
follows:

dueto definition (All). We remark that the quantity
E(v,'Dkvk) appears in f k + l and Q k + + (A151 and (A17)
only in quadratic terms with respect to the step sizes P, v.
Thus, it can beevaluated through the following approximation:

2

1

which expresses’ at the
Order’ that the components Of
the error vector V, all have the same distribution. Then
from (AH), (A19)
(~20)
4) Computation of the Residual Echo Power R f : Replac-

e,,

ing
and c k , E k + l by their limiting valueswhen
k + 00, in (A15), (A17), and (A20), we get at the end
R’ = A - E
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uK+v+v(u+v)A

* ( S +N ) .
The approximate value of R‘ is given by

R + ? 1( ~ K + v ) A ( s + N )
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pKA<<l;
K>>1;

p=v.

These inequalities are usually satisfied in practice.
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